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INTRODUCTION

Outpost24 is a leading Vulnerability Management company
focused on enabling its customers to achieve maximum value
from their evolving technology investments. By delivering insights that reduce vulnerabilities and attack surface for any
architecture, Outpost24 customers continuously improve their
security posture with low effort.
Over 2,000 customers in more than 40 countries around the world
trust Outpost24 to inspect their devices, networks, and web
applications and report compliance status to government, industry sector, or internal regulations. Founded in 2001, Outpost24
serves leading organisations across a wide range of segments
including financial and insurance, government, healthcare, retail,
telecommunications, technology, and manufacturing.
Our product supports two-factor authentication. On HIABs, we
also support SAML for integration to single sign-on systems.
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VULNERABILITY
DATABASE

Outpost24’s solution can test everything that contains an
IP address or a Hostname. It also provides top 10 solutions. By
following the given solutions, user can drastically reduce the
vulnerabilities. It is consolidating based on product.
Outpost24’s vulnerability database contains 100,000+ checks for
all types of vulnerabilities, operating systems, services, software
vulnerabilities, misconfigurations and weak passwords, etc.
It is also possible to make a search query for a product you have
not added to your network yet, that way you can see if it is
supported in our vulnerability database. The Dashboard provides
a clear understanding of vulnerability situation with a crisp
graphical interface. Our product supports two-factor authentication. On HIABs, we also support SAML for integration to single
sign-on systems.
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Trend: The graph gives you a visible representation
so you quickly can see if your security is improving.

OVERVIEW

Top solutions: The graph and list shows where you will get the most value for your effort. In this example,
updating Java will fix 633 vulnerabilities alone.

The Dashboard provides a clear understanding of vulnerability
situation with a crisp graphical interface. The User Interface
contains a detailed dashboard, suitable for both management
and operational staff. It is possible to generate both detailed and
high-level overviews of the risks on the network, in connection
with risk level, target group, type of vulnerability, and system type
(windows, apache etc.). It’s also possible to track the remediation
process by setting a maximum number of days per risk level.
Furthermore it shows the top 10 most effective solutions and
how many percentage will be remediated by solving these. It also
provides top 10 solutions. By following the given solutions, user
can drastically reduce the vulnerabilities. It is consolidating
based on product.
For example, 10 days for high, 20 days for medium and 30 days
for low risks. If risks are not mitigated before the established time
limit, users will receive a notification regarding the outstanding
risks. The vulnerability trend has been updated, it is now taking
snapshots over time to precalculate data. These snapshots are
not affected by deleting old reports or changing risk levels.
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Risk Summary Graphs: The three graphs show the percentage of devices that have high, medium and low risk vulnerabilities.

TARGETS

This dashboard gives you a quick overview over the most vulnerable targets, it also provides the information about targets with
vulnerabilities that have public/known exploits. Focusing on these
will minize your attack surface. The most vulnerable target is
found at the top of the list, simply removing the top target from
the network would solve 450 high risk vulnerabilities.
The Dashboard targets also details how many of the devices have
vulnerabilities that fall into the high, medium or low risk categories. A single device may or may not have both high, medium and
low risk vulnerabilities, therefor adding the three numbers up
doesn’t equate to 100%
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Latest findings: Vulnerabilities that have been just discovered

Top Products: How vulnerable is a product used in your organization .
It could be worth considering hiring a specialist to fix these
vulnerabilities.

Top aging findings: People tend to focus on new vulnerabilities and
these older vulnerabilities could be just as serious.

FINDINGS
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Furthermore, this dashboard gives you a quick overview over the
most valuable targets. Focusing on these targets will minimize
your attack surface.
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VULNERABILITY
DETAILS
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An overview of vulnerabilities is provided per target, rated with a
CVSS v2 score and divided by risk level.
The following information is provided on each vulnerability:
finding information, a summary of the vulnerability, possible
solutions, the related CVE number, CVSS information, history and
different links to the website of the vendor or a website with more
information.
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RISK ACCEPTANCE
If you have a device with a vulnerability you know you can’t fix.
User can accept a risk of this vulnerability for any number of
days. The accepted risks show up in the finding information
and in the exported reports. User can set to allow it forever
and can also add a comment why it has been accepted.
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NETWORK
INTERFACE
CONFIGURATION

Outpost24’s solutions support all well known and commonly used
platforms for scanning. It supports VLAN tagging and can scan
any IP that is reachable from it’s network location.
Advanced network settings include VLAN, VLAN Trunking
(802.1Q) and traffic shaping, such as bandwidth limiting. When
scanning large networks, all other units can be managed from
the central system, including updates and status monitoring.
This also allows settings for remote management, network
analysis tools for configuration and trouble shooting as well as
custom configuration of host information for test networks
without DHCP.

TARGET
MANAGEMENT

With Outpost24’s solution, it is possible to create an unlimited
amount of target groups (i.e. workstations / servers ) and fill them
with targets (IP adresses / hostnames). You can also add a single
target to multiple target groups.
The user will be able to create lists by customizing attributes.
This could be creating a dynamic list of targets with a certain
vulnerability, or service such as Microsoft products.
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SCAN
SCHEDULING

Outpost24’s solution has a license to run scans with an
unlimited frequency. Different scan schedules can be defined
with different scan frequencies. For example, weekly scans of
workstations, ad hoc scans of test environment and daily scans
of critical systems.
It is also possible to create a long scan divided over several days
so it doesn’t interfere with business hours.
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SCAN SCHEDULES

It is possible to define different scan schedules fitted to your
needs/requirements, and run them parallelly (or at the same
time).

SCAN SCHEDULE
SETTINGS
ADVANCED

Users can define a ‘scan window’ per scan job. For example, a
scan job runs from 18:00 - 20:00 on Monday, if it is not finished,
the scan will continue from 18:00 - 20:00 on Tuesday and so on
until it is completed.
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SCAN SCHEDULE
SETTINGS
DISCOVERY
It is possible to schedule different discovery
scans. For example, if you have a dynamic
environment and you want to be sure that you
don’t miss a target when you perform a vulnerability scan, you schedule a discovery scan. Add
an IP range (or different ranges) and perform the
discovery scan.

Filters are available for any data field. For
example, results can be filtered by risk level or
ticket owner.

This will provide an overview of all the active IP
addresses within scope. You can either manually
start a vulnerability scan on the found IP addresses, or schedule it to run automatically as
soon as the discovery scan is finished. IP
addreses that are found can be manually added
to target groups or automatically assigned to a
target group.

SCAN POLICIES
Outpost24 solutions also include ‘scan policies’
for various scan purposes allowing a lot of
flexibility in types of policies to suite your needs.
There are both predefined standard scan
policies, and tools to create your own policy. The
predefined scan policies are: Normal, Normal +
web app checks, New checks, New checks and
most recent findings, Port scan, PCI (preview)
and Unsafe.
Our “Hacker Toolbox” allows you to create your
own scan policy. Here you can define what type
of checks have to be included / excluded, and
which credentials should be included
(SMB / SSH / FTP / Mail etc).
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SCAN STATUS

It is possible to stop, pause and resume current or scheduled
scans individually or in bulk.

Export: Right click to bring up the export menu

SCAN HISTORY

The tool provides an overview of scans performed. If a user has
experienced problems with his computer at a certain point, you
can check if the computer was being scanned, which might have
caused the problems. If it wasn’t being scanned at that time, it
might be something worth looking into more.
Scan logs can be filtered by any criteria, and exported as an
HTML or CSV.
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AUTOMATING
REPORTS

Our tool offers extensive report automation features, allowing
users to set up report schedules and specify recipients to
streamline patching and remediation processes. Sending reports
to the right persons can save time. For example, developers
focusing on certain vulnerabilities can get an auto generated
report scheduled every Monday morning with issues they need to
be aware of.

CUSTOMIZING
REPORTS BASED
ON FINDINGS

Very flexible search function that allows you to find the information you need to fix vulnerabilities.
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Searches for certain classes (high, medium, low) of vulnerabilities
and products that are causing them can be saved. By saving the
current settings as a report template, the user can have the same
view at a later state either for comparison or follow up.
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Top 10 solutions: Piechart breakdown of of solution
fixes

Solution: quick overview of what changes needed to
solve vulnerabilities

CUSTOMIZING REPORTS
BASED ON SOLUTIONS
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Targets: the devices that it will solve problems on

The Solutions tab provides a graphical overview
of the top 10 solutions for the vulnerabilities
listed in the Findings tab. The information
presented here helps an organization to quickly
identify solutions that will resolve multiple
vulnerabilities and thus helps in planning and
prioritizing tasks.
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CUSTOMIZING REPORTS BASED ON DELTA
The delta and the group delta information is very useful
in analyzing the changes made, and can be a good guide
during allocation of resources for risk remediation.
Extract statistics for each quater to know how many
vulnerabilities have been added or removed.
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Click on each color for additional information.
Red - added vulnerabilities since last report
Blue - removed vulnerabilities
Grey - unchanged, not patched vulnerabilities
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EXPORTING REPORTS
General Reporting Features: Export & Filtering The
difference between reports are:
Detailed
The detailed report is the longest report that can be
generated. It has in depth technical information about
findings. This report is mostly directed towards system
administrators and security consultants in an organization.
Summary
The summary report is the ideal sized report with report
information, executive summary and target summary.
This report provides just about the right information
required by the IT department of any organization.
Management
The management level report gives a brief summary of
the vulnerabilities and risks reported. It gives a good
graphical overview of findings, risks and top solutions.
This report is ideal while reporting to higher management.

UPDATES
Outpost24 solutions can be set to retrieve new
vulnerability details on a daily basis.
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RECIPIENT
DETAILS
User can either download the report locally or
send it to a specific person. The emails sent can
also be encrypted with PGP Keys.

ACCESS
USER
MANAGEMENT
19/28

Access to the interface and specific results can be set in the
User Management section.
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CUSTOM
ATTRIBUTES
SYSTEM OWNER

The ability to set system owners for specific devices. The owner
of a system can be defined as a custom attribute. This is however
not the only field that can be added, datacenter, geographical
location, rack location, which department is responsible for the
device and so forth are also posibilities.
Reports can be created based on any attribute, for example
devices located at a certain location or by the system owners.

TICKETING
SYSTEMS

The HIAB and OUTSCAN solutions include an integrated ticketing
system. This can be used to track remediation progress, identify
any ageing issues and their stakeholders, and share comments
regarding a common issue. Tickets can be reassigned to others
for a positive and efficient work-flow.
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INTERESTED?
Visit our website or contact your
local sales office for more information

ABOUT OUTPOST24
Outpost24 is a leading Vulnerability Management company focused on enabling its customers to achieve maximum
value from their evolving technology investments. By delivering insights that reduce vulnerabilities and attack surface
for any architecture, Outpost24 customers continuously improve their security posture with low effort. Over 2,000
customers in more than 40 countries around the world trust Outpost24 to inspect their devices, networks, and web
applications and report compliance status to government, industry sector, or internal regulations. Founded in 2001,
Outpost24 serves leading organisations across a wide range of segments including financial and insurance, government, healthcare, retail, telecommunications, technology, and manufacturing.

Outpost24 Headquarters
Skeppsbrokajen 8
371 33 Karlskrona
Sweden
+46 4556 12313
www.outpost24.com

